EXCHANGE SEMESTER AT A PARTNER UNIVERSITY WITH NO TUITION

STUDY AT AN INTERNATIONAL CAMPUS
- 10% of our 6,000 students come from abroad
- More than 60 nations are represented
- 26% of the students spend at least one semester abroad
- Aalen combines characteristics of a major city with the friendly and safe environment of a small town
- A cultural, sporty, vacation-oriented region
- Close to metropolises like Munich & Stuttgart, beautiful landscapes (forests, lakes, rivers, hills...), and many of Germany’s most famous sightseeing locations

A STUDY SEMESTER IN AALEN COMPLIMENTS YOUR CURRICULUM
- Merging academic studies and practice
- Interactive teaching in small groups
- Professors with industrial background and excellent connections to businesses
- Hands on education with a personal touch

COSTS OF LIVING IN GERMANY
- Estimated monthly expenses for a student on average
  - Rent (student residence hall from € 250) € 323
  - Food € 168
  - Transportation € 94
  - Health Insurance / medicine € 110
  - Personal Liability Insurance € 34
  - Leisure, culture, sports € 61
  - Phone, Internet, radio tax, clothes, etc. € 74
  - Learning Materials € 20
- Total EURO 883

INTERESTED IN ADDITIONAL CO-OP SEMESTER?
- Go for an internship after your study semester
- The scheme is well integrated in your term structure
- Guidance provided to help find a job in Germany
- Job interview trainings to find a co-op
- Aalen is located in an innovative region of many renowned global players and medium-sized companies

APPLICATION
- Please contact your study abroad advisor about the nomination process (Nomination deadlines March 30th for fall term or October 30th for spring term)
- Easy application process via our online application portal (deadlines April 30th for fall term or November 30th for spring term)

We look forward to welcoming you in Germany!
Contact us: aaa@hs-aalen.de
www.aalen-university.de → English Taught Lectures
Instagram #hsaa Facebook #hochschule.aalen
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